From (1.1), a necessary condition for the representability off by some g of discriminant D is discrim(f (x, Y)) = discrim (g (pX + pY, rX + sY)) = (ps -p~)~d i s c r i r n (~( X , Y)) = Dk2.
From now on, we fix D and assume that f ( X , Y) = aX2+bXY +cY2 is a given form of discriminant Dk2, where k is a positive integer. (Note that a and c must be non-zero.) For those discriminants D given by one of us [5] , extending results of Mordell [2] (see also [3] ) and Pall.
[4] (see also [6] ), has determined necessary and sufficient conditions for a positive-definite form of discriminant Dk2 to be representable by a positive-definite form of discriminant D, as well as the number of such representations. We extend these results to all field discriminants D, replacing the use of unique factorization in the ring of int'egers of Q (dz) by a rela- We conclude this introduction by giving some notation ,to be used throughout. Suppose I is an ideal of the ring of integers of Q(dD), with norm given by N ( I ) = a (recall f ( X , Y) = ax" bXY + cY2 is given).
An ideal basis {a,, a,) of I is said to be a-ordered if (a, a, + a, ct,)' -4 a, a, a, a
We say that the a-ordered basis {a,, a,) of I leads to the form (1. (ii) a = pa, + ra,, I& = qa, + sa, (so I (a, h ) ) , (iii) {a,, a2)+lX2+mXY+nY2. a , a, -a, a,) 
Theref ore a X 2 + b X 1 ' + c Y 2 = l ( p X + p P ) " m ( p X + p Y ) ( r X +~Y ) + ? t ( v X + s Y )~.

Further, (3.2) illlplies ( p s --qr) a, = sn -r h , ( p s -p r ) a 2 = --p a -t p h , and so
-- I I ( p s -pr)zadD = ( p s -q~)~ (
= ( s a -r h ) ( -q a + p h f ) -( s a -r h , ' ) ( -q a t p h )
Thus the a-ordered basis {a,, a,} for I gives rise to a proper representation of f by l X 2 + m X Y + n Y 2 .
Suppose that { P I , ,9,}+1X2 + m X Y + w Y 2 . This is related to {a,, a,} by / 3, = ta, + aa,, /3, = %a, + wa,, where t , 2 1 , v and w are rational integers with tw -t c x == 1. As these two bases lead t,o the same form, we have is any a-ordered basis of I which leads to ZX2+mNY + n P 2 ; moreover, two representations arising in this way lie in the same class. The mapping cp given by cp (I) = 9 2 ( p , q , r , s) is thus a well-defined function from the set of ideals I satisfying 
